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Online, self-paced training that is 
focused on giving you the skills needed 

to stand out.

Online learning gives you the flexibility to plan study time around the rest of your day. Our programs 
combine video, hands-on lab exercises and one-on-one facilitation to enable you to learn as your 
schedule allows. 

Labs are performed via remote access to a dedicated lab machine (unless a student requests to utilize 
their own equipment). Our unique commitment to student success includes a personal instructor 
to assure that your courses are completed on time and with full understanding of both the lecture 
content and the lab exercises.

Course Advisors are available at 302.335.8868 to answer any questions you may have.
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3-course program: $4,200

For students with previous Java programming experience, the Advanced Java Application 
Developer certificate program provides students with new skillsets and knowledge that elevates 
their utility as a developer and increases their attractiveness to employers.  Since many Java 
applications today are web-based, students will be taught to read HTML, the fundamental 
markup language of webpages.  Students will also dive into the robust Spring web framework, 
which provides powerful capabilities to Java web applications.  Students will specifically learn 
about Spring Core, Spring Boot, and Spring REST.  Lastly, students will study the popular 
Test Driven Development (TDD) software development methodology in the context of Java 
programming.  

Required Courses:

Advanced Java™ Developer 
Certificate Overview

Course Name Duration

Website Development with HTML5, CSS and Bootstrap 90 Hours

Introduction to Spring 5, Spring MVC and Spring REST 90 Hours

Test Driven Development (TDD), and Refactoring Legacy Code Using Java 75 Hours

Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.



Required Courses
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Students Will Learn:

Website Development with HTML5, CSS 
and Bootstrap

Duration: 90 hours

Prerequisites: Basic personal computer skills and basic Internet knowledge.

Course Description:  This hands on course provides a thorough introduction into the creation of a 
Website using HTML, CSS and Bootstrap. The course starts with thorough coverage of HTML and 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and progresses to using the Bootstrap framework to create mobile-
friendly websites. 

Topics include use of HTML5 semantic tags, block-level and inline elements, creating links, ordered 
and unordered lists, creation of tables and forms. Students will learn to attach CSS to a page using 
several different techniques, CSS selectors and pseudo-classes, CSS box model, and a variety of CSS 
properties.

Students will learn how to create a Bootstrap page utilizing the grid system, implement commonly 
used components (such as dropdowns and navigation bars), use Bootstraps CSS classes to format 
page elements and use Bootstrap’s plugins to add tabs, modals and accordions to a page.

Comprehensive hands on exercises are integrated throughout to reinforce learning and develop real 
competency.

 f Creating a valid HTML document
 f Using various tags to markup text
 f Creating and using CSS to format the 
appearance of an HTML document
 f Using HTML5 semantic elements to define 
the structure of a page
 f Changing the appearance of elements in a 
document with type, id, class and attribute 
selectors
 f Creating CSS3 effects such as drop shadows, 
text shadows and using custom fonts
 f Creating ordered, unordered and description 
lists

 f Displaying images on a Web page
 f Creating hyperlinks using text or images
 f Using the a tag to create anchors in a page
 f Displaying information using an HTML table
 f Including forms in an HTML document
 f Adding video and audio to a Web page
 f Building a Web page using the Bootstrap grid 
system
 f Using Bootstrap to style links, buttons and 
form controls
 f Adding components to a page such 
as dropdowns, thumbnails, alerts and 
glyphicons
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Introduction to Spring 5, Spring MVC and 
Spring REST

Duration: 90 hours

Prerequisites:  Java SE programming experience and an understanding of object-oriented design 
principles. Fundamental knowledge of XML is helpful but not required. The course Java Programming 
or equivalent knowledge provides a solid foundation. 

Course Description: Spring 5 provides an evolutionary advance of Spring’s powerful capabilities. This 
course introduces those capabilities, as well as providing guidelines on when and how to use them. 
It includes coverage of the three main configuration styles: Java-based (@Configuration), annotation-
based (@Component), and the traditional XML-based configuration that may still play an important 
role in existing and new projects.

The course starts with in-depth coverage of Spring’s Core module to reduce coupling and increase 
the flexibility, ease of maintenance, and testing of your applications. It goes on to cover many of the 
most important capabilities of Spring, including easing configuration with Spring Boot, integrating 
Hibernate and JPA persistence layers with Spring and Spring Data, and using Spring’s declarative 
transaction capabilities.

The course includes integration of Spring with Java EE Web applications, a solid introduction to Spring 
MVC, and coverage of building RESTful resources with Spring MVC. It also provides an overview of 
Springs reactive programming model for repositories and Web resources.

Students Will Learn:

 f Introduction to Spring
 f The Spring Container
 f Dependencies and Dependency Injection
 f Annotation-based Configuration
 f Java-based Configuration
 f Integrating Configuration Types
 f Bean Scope and Lifecycle
 f Value Injection
 f Constructor Injection
 f Qualifiers / DSL
 f Database Access With Spring

 f Spring AOP Introduction
 f Spring Transaction Management
 f Java EE Web Applications with Spring
 f Spring MVC Basics
 f View Resolvers
 f Controller Details
 f Forms and Model Objects
 fWorking with Sessions
 f Validation
 f RESTful Services with Spring
 f Common REST Patterns
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Test Driven Development (TDD), and 
Refactoring Legacy Code Using Java

Duration: 75 hours

Prerequisites:  Java programming experience and an understanding of object-oriented design prin-
ciples. 

Course Description: This course provides students with hands on experience learning Test Driven 
Development (TDD) using JUnit. Students will build unit tests using mocks, fakes, stubs and drivers, 
and address issues working with databases and other systems. Student will create tests and code that 
will be more likely to meet and exceed requirements. Code that receives “test coverage” will not break 
existing systems, because tests are passed before code is checked in.

Students will spend time working with the issues involved in refactoring legacy code, safely cutting 
into an already deployed system. Students will work on looking for, or creating “seams” to more 
safely improve code or add features, and work on identifying “code smells” that need attention in a 
productive system. Finally, students will explore dependency issues as well as techniques to better 
understand and improve complex systems.

Students will also examine TDD and refactoring legacy code in other languages like C# to gain a 
broader view of options and issues working in a multi-language shop. Comprehensive labs using 
Java provide facilitated hands on practice crucial to developing competence and confidence with the 
new skills being learned.

Students Will Learn:

 fWhy Test?
 f Unit Testing Basics
 f Unit Testing Details
 fMocks, Fakes, Stubs and Drivers
 f Database Testing
 f Refactoring Basics

 f Patterns and Anti-Patterns in Test Driven 
Development
 f Refactoring Legacy Code
 f Analysis and Coverage
 f System, Regression and User Acceptance 
Testing


